INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.8

TURBINE OVERSPEED PROTECTION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONQITION'OR OPERATION

3.3.8

turbine overspeed protection system shall

One

be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONGITIONS 1 and 2.
ACTION:

fifth the above required turbine overspeed protectfon system inoperable,
within 6 hours isolate the turbine from the steaa supply.
SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

provfsfons of Specfffcatfon 4.0.4 are not applfcable.

4.3.8.1

The

4.3.8.2

The above

demonstrated

required turbf ne overspeed protactf on systam shall be

OPERABLE:

At 1east

L

once per 7 days by:

Cycling 'each of the
and observing valve
a)

fo11~ng valves

closure:

from the running position

Four high pressure turbine control valves,

Sfx 1m'ressure

turbfne combfned fntermedfate vilves,

P~')

'nd

c)
b.

At least once per M months by performance of a CHANNEL
of the turbine overspeed protaction instrumentation.

c

At least once per 40 months by dfsassemblfng at least one of each of
the above valves and performing a visual and surface inspection of
al1 valve seats, df sks and stems and veri fyfng no unacceptable f1 ass
or carrosfon.
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Four high pressure turbine stop valves.
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3/4.3.8

TURBINE QVERSPEEQ

PRQTECTIQN SYSTEM

This specification is provided to ensure that the turbine overspeed
protection system instrumentation and the turbine speed contro1 valves are
OPERABLE'nd will protect the turbine from excessive overspeed.
Protection
from turbine ex'cessive overspeed is required since excessive overspeed of the
turbine could generate potentially damaging missiles which could impact and
damage safety related components, equipment or structures.
"

.J/4.3.

9

FEEDWATER/MAIN TURBINE TRIP SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

The feedwater/main turbine trip system actuation instrumentation is
provided to initiate action of the feedwater system/main turbine trip system
in the event of failure of feedwater controller under maximum demand.
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INSTRtNENTATION

3/4.3.8

TURBINE OVERSPE=O PROTEC> I.ON S'(~>

LIMITING CONOITION

3.3.8

FOR OPERATION

turbine overspeed protection system shall

The

be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONQITIONS 1 and 2.
ACTION:

Nth the
6

hours

above requfred turbine averspeed protection
fsolate the turbine. from the steam supply.

system inoperable,

within

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

4.3.S.1

The

4.3.8.2

The above

demonstrated
a.

requfred turbfne overspeed protection system shall be

OPERABI

~:

At least once per 7 days by:
Cycling each of the following valves fram the running position
and observing valve closure:

1.

a)

four high, pressure turbine control valves,

b)

Sfx law pressure turbine combined intermediate valves,
and

c)

Four high pressure

turbine stop valves.

b.

At least once per 1B months by performance of a CHANNEL
af the turbine overspeed protection instrumentation.

c.

At least once per 40 months by disassembling at least one of each of
the above valves and performing a visual and surface fnspeMian of
all valve seats, disks and stems and verifying no unacceptable flaws
or corrosion.
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TURBINE OVERSPEED PROTECTION SYSTEM

This specification is provided to ensure that the turbine overspeed
protection systea tnstroeentat$ on and tha turbine speed control vaIves are
Protection
OPERABLE and will protect the turbine from excessive overspeed.
from turbine excessive overspeed is required since excessive. overspeed of the
turbine could generate potentially damaging missiles which could impact and
res.
damage safety related components, equipment or

3/4.3.9

FEHNATER/MAIN TURBINE TRIP SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

The feedwater/main turbine trip system actuation instrumentation is
provided to initiate action of the feedwater system/main turbine trip system
in the event of failure of feedwater controller under maximum demand.
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